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INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
Driving Indiana’s Economic Growth 

Design Memorandum No. 15-16 
Technical Advisory 

July 20, 2015 

TO: All Design, Operations, and District Personnel, and Consultants 

FROM: /s/Elizabeth W. Phillips 
Elizabeth W. Phillips 
Manager, Office of Standards and Policy 
Bridges Division 

SUBJECT:  ERMS File Naming Conventions and Email Notification 

EFFECTIVE: Immediately 

In an effort to readily identify files within ERMS that need to be transitioned for review, the 
email notification to the coordinator should include the submission type and des. number in the 
subject line, the number of files uploaded in the body, and the transmittal letter as an attachment.  
The preferred format is to forward the auto generated email which confirmed the upload and 
update the subject line accordingly.   An example is included as an attachment to this memo. 

The following file naming convention should be used for items that are reviewed outside of a 
typical bridge or road review, e.g. permits, load rating, traffic items.  This format applies only to 
submissions prior to Final Tracings.   

The naming convention should follow the typical ERMS file naming format. 
[Submittal] [Description] [Des #] for [Bridge or Roadway] Services 

a. Environmental.  For items to be reviewed by the Environmental Services Division, those items
should use the following naming convention.

ENV [Description] [Des #] for [Bridge or Roadway] Services

For Permits use the following naming convention. 

ENV [Permit Abbr. or PermitRevPlans] [Des #] for [Bridge or Roadway] Services 
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b.  Geotechnical.  For items to be reviewed by the Office of Geotechnical Services, those items 

should use the following naming convention.   
 

GEO [Description] [Des #] for [Bridge or Roadway] Services 
 
 
c.  Hydraulics.  For items to be reviewed by the Office of Hydraulics, those items should use the 

following naming convention.   
 

HYD [Description] [Des #] for Bridge Services 
 
d.  Load Rating.  For load rating requests, the load rating request form need not be uploaded into 

ERMS and should be attached to the email notification. A separate plan set for use by the Load 
Rating Engineer should be submitted using the following naming convention.  The plan set 
should include the title sheet and other sheets relevant to load rating.     

 
LOADRTG [Description] [Des #] for Bridge Services 

 
e.  Pavement Design.  For Pavement Design requests, use the following naming convention.   
 

PVMTDGN Request [Des #] for [Bridge or Roadway] Services 
 
f.  Traffic.  For traffic items (signing, lighting, and signals) included as part of a Road or Bridge 

project, submit traffic plan sheets and design calculations separately using the following 
naming convention. 

 
TRAF [Description] [Des #] for Roadway Services 

 
The ERMS File Naming Convention document has been updated to reflect this guidance and is an 
attachment to this memo.  The Multiple File Upload Tool will be updated to reflect these changes 
in the near future.  Until such time, these files will need to be uploaded directly using the UCM.   
 
The current version of the Naming Convention document and all editable forms should be 
accessed from the Department’s Editable Documents webpage at 
http://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/dmforms/. 
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